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APPEAL OF ATLANTA, GEORGIA FIELD OFFICE DECISION 

APPLICATION: FORM N-600, APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF CITIZENSHIP 

The Applicant, who was born in Jamaica in seeks a Certificate of Citizenship indicating he 
derived U.S. citizenship from his father. See Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act) section 320, 
8 U .S.C. § 1431. An individual born outside the United States, who automatically derived U.S. 
citizenship after birth but before the age of 18, may apply to receive a Certificate of Citizenship. 
Generally, for an individual claiming automatic U.S. citizenship after birth and who was born after 
February 27, 1983, the individual must have at least one U.S. citizen parent and be residing in that 
parent's custody in the United States as a lawful permanent resident before 18 years of age. 

The Director of the Atlanta, Georgia, Field Office denied the application finding the Applicant did 
not derive U.S. citizenship from his father under section 320 of the Act, because he was over 18 
years old at when the father became a U.S. citizen in 2006. 

The matter is now before us on appeal. In the appeal, the Applicant asserts the Director's decision 
was in error, because he never claimed derivative citizenship under section 320 of the Act, which 
requires an individual to satisfy all of the conditions in that section prior to 18 years of age. The 
Applicant indicates the denial of the application on that basis violates his equal protection rights 
under the 14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. He contends his citizenship claim should have 
been considered under the regulation in 33 C.F.R. § 141.25(b)(l), which states that a parent's 
naturalization or citizenship certificate and evidence that the individual was under 21 years of age at 
the time of the parent's naturalization is sufficient proof of U.S. citizenship. 

Upon de novo review, we will dismiss the appeal. The Applicant has not established 33 C.F.R. 
§ 141.25(b )(1) governs his citizenship claim, and he has not demonstrated he fulfilled the conditions 
for derivative citizenship in section 320 of the Act prior to his 18th birthday. 

I. LAW 

A person who claims to have derived U.S. citizenship through naturalization of a parent may apply 
to the Secretary of Homeland Security for a Certificate of Citizenship and, upon satisfaction that 
such person is a citizen as claimed · the Secretary shall furnish a Certificate of Citizenship. See 
section 341(a) ofthe Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1452(a). 
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To determine whether the Applicant derived U.S. citizenship and, thus, whether he is entitled to a 
Certificate of Citizenship, we apply "the law in effect at the time the critical events giving rise to 
eligibility occurred." See Minasyan v. Gonzales, 401 F.3d 1069, 1075 (9th Cir. 2005). 

The Applicant was born abroad on to married parents. The parents divorced in 1999, 
and the Applicant obtained lawful pern1anent resident status in 2002, when he was years old. The 
Applicant turned 18 years of age on His father became a U.S. citizen through 
naturalization in June 2016, when the Applicant was years old. 

The last qualifying event in this case is the naturalization of the Appiicant' s father in 2006. The law 
in effect at that time was section 320 of the Act, as amended by the Child Citizenship Act of 2000, 
Pub. L. No. 106-395, 114 Stat. 1631 (CCA). The amended section 320 of the Act applies to 
individuals who, like the Applicant, were under the age of 18 when the law went into effect mi. 
February 27, 2001. 1 Section 320 of the Act provides, in pertinent part: 

(a) A child born outside of the United States automatically becomes a citizen of 
the United States when all ofthe following conditions have been fulfilled: 

(1) At least one parent of the child is a citizen of the United States, 
whether by birth or naturalization. 

(2) The child is under the age of eighteen years. 

(3) The child is residing in the United States in the legal and physical 
custody of the citizen parent pursuant to a lawful admission for 
permanent residence. 

II. ANALYSIS 

The Director determined that the Applicant did not derive U.S. citizenship from his father pursuant 
to the provisions of section 320 of the Act, because he was over 18 years of age when his father 
naturalized. The Applicant does not dispute this determination on appeal, but states he never 
claimed he derived citizenship under section 320 of the Act. Instead, he asserts he has submitted 
sufficient documentation to demonstrate he is a U.S. citizen pursuant to the regulation at 33 C.F.R. 
§ 141.25(b )(1 ). 

We find, however, that this regulation is not binding on U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services 
(USCIS) with respect to the Applicant's claim of derivative citizenship and eligibility for issuance of 
a Certificate of Citizenship. The law which applies in this case is section 320 of the Act, and the 
Applicant has not demonstrated he met the age requirement of that section to derive U.S. citizenship 

1 See e.g. Matter of Rodriguez-Tejedor, 23 I&N Dec. 153 (BIA 200 I). 
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from his father. We will not address the 14th Amendment violation claim raised by the Applicant on 
appeal, because constitutional issues are not within our appellate jurisdiction? 

A. U.S. Citizenship Laws Binding on USCIS 

An individual born outside of the United States may automatically derive U.S. citizenship after birth 
from a U.S citizen parent, if that person meets certain requirements set by Congress.3 In 1952, 
Congress enacted the Immigration and Nationality Act,4 which is a compilation of immigration and 
nationality laws of the United States, and which sets forth legal requirements for acquisition and 
derivation of U.S. citizenship by individuals born outside of the United States. USC IS is an agency 
within the United States Department of Homeland Security responsible for the administration of 
those laws, including adjudication of U.S. citizenship claims and issuance of related Certificates of 
Citizenship.5 In making determinations regarding an individual's U.S. citizenship, USCJS is bound 
by the Act, the agency regulations in 8 C.F.R. (Aliens and Nationality), precedent decisions of the 
agency, and published decisions from the circuit court of appeals where the action arose. See 
N.L.R.B. v. Ashkenazy Property Management Corp., 817 F.2d 74, 75 (9th Cir. 1987). 

Accordingly, to assess whether the Applicant is a U.S. citizen we must look to the pertinent 
citizenship provisions of the Act and corresponding regulations, in this case section 320 of the Act 
and the regulations in 8 C.F.R. §§ 320.1, et seq. Both section 320 of the Act and the regulation at 
8 C.F.R. § 320.2(a)(2), require that all of the conditions for derivative citizenship, including 
naturalization ofthe parent, be satisfied prior to the child's 18th birthday. As the Applicant was over 
the age of 18 years when his father naturalized, we agree with the Director's determination that the 
Applicant did not derive U.S. citizenship from his father under section 320 of the Act. 

B. U.S. Coast Guard Regulations 

The Applicant contends on appeal that he has presented sufficient evidence of U.S. citizenship 
pursuant to 33 C.F.R. § 141.25(b)(l), and that USCIS must adjudicate his citizenship claim under 
this regulation. However, the Applicant's reliance on 33 C.F.R. is misplaced. As explained above, 
USCIS is bound to follow the Act and the regulations in chapter 8 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations. The regulatory provisions in 33 C.F.R. §§ 141.1, et seq. (Navigation and Navigable 
Waters), govern restrictions on the employment of the U.S. Coast Guard6 personnel on units engaged 

2 Like the Board of Immigration Appeals, we cannot rule on the constitutionality of laws enacted by Congress. See, e.g., 
Matter of Fuentes Campos, 21 l&N Dec. 905, 912 (BIA 1997); Matter ofC-, 20 I&N Dec. 529, 532 (BIA 1992). Even if 
we were to identify a. constitutional infirmity in the statute, we lack the authority to remedy it. Matter of Fuentes
Campos, 2 I I&N Dec. at 912. 
3 See U.S. Const. art. I § 8, cl. 4. 
4 Pub. L. No. 82-414, 66 Stat. 163, codified at 8 U.S.C. § II 0 I et seq. The Act has been amended over the years. 
5 See section 451 of the Homeland Security Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. I 07-296, 116 Stat. 2135, codified at 6 U.S.C. 
§ 271; see also http://www.uscis.gov. 
6 

The United States Coast Guard is one of the five armed forces of the United States and the only military organization 
within the Department of Homeland Security. See https://www.dhs.gov/operational-and-support-components. 
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in Outer Continental Shelf activities, and they limit eligibility for such employment (with certain 
exceptions) to U.S. citizens and lawful permanent residents. The regulation the Applicant cites in 
support of his citizenship claim lists the types of documents an individual seeking employment with 
the U.S. Coast Guard may present to demonstrate U.S. citizenship. It states, in pertinent part: 

(b) If a person does not have one of the documents listed in paragraphs (a)(l) 
through (a)(6) of this section [such as a U.S. birth certificate, a U.S. passport, 
a Certificate of Citizenship, or a Certificate of Naturalization] that person may 
appear in person before an Officer in Charge, Marine Inspection, and submit 
one or more of the following documents which may be considered as evidence 
that the applicant is a citizl:(n of the United States: 

(1) A Certificate of Derivative Citizenship or a Certificate ofNaturalization of 
either parent and a birth certificate of the applicant or other evidence 
satisfactorily establishing that the applicant was under 21 years of age at the 
time ofthe parent's naturalization .... 

We recognize that the U.S. Coast Guard regulations permit submission of evidence that an individual 
was under the age of 21 years at the time of the parent's naturalization to establish eligibility for 
employment with that agency. However, these regulations do not apply in derivative citizenship 
proceedings before USCIS, where an applicant must demonstrate he or she satisfied certain statutory 
requirements prior to attaining the age of 18 years to establish U.S. citizenship and, thus, to qualify 
for issuance of a Certificate of Citizenship. 

C. Derivative Citizenship Age Prior to 1941 

We are also aware that before enactment of the Nationality Act of 1940 (Act of 1940)/ a foreign
born child could derive U.S. citizenship upon naturalization of the child's parent or parents, if such 
naturalization took place before the child's 21st birthday, and certain additional residence and 
legitimation requirements were satisfied. 8 However, in 1940 Congress repealed all the derivative 
citizenship provisions of the prior acts.9 Since that time, a child can only derive citizenship if the 
naturalization of a parent or parents and the child's permanent residence in the United States occur 
before the child turned 18 years of age, rather than 21 years of age. 

As we have explained above, the law which applies in derivative citizenship proceedings is the law 
in effect at the time the critical events giving rise to eligibility occurred. See Mina5yan v. Gonzales, 

7 Pub. L. No. 76-853,54 Stat. 1137 (October 14, 1940), effective January 13, 1941. 
8 See e.g. section 2172, Revised Statutes of the United States ( 1878) (providing that "[t]he children of persons who have 
been duly naturalized ... may have become citizens ... being under the age of twenty-one years at the time of the 
naturalization of their parents .... "); section 5, Act of March 2, 1907, Pub. L. No. 59-193, 34 Stat. 1228 (the statute is 
worded in terms of the child's minority, which at the time was under the age of21 ). 
9 See section 504, Nationality Act of 194~. 
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supra. The Applicant was born in and his father naturalized in 2006. Accordingly, the pre-
1941 citizenship laws, which set the age for derivative citizenship at 21, may not be applied in his 
case. Section 320 of the Act, which was in effect when the Applicant's father naturalized required 
the Applicant to be under the age of 18 years to derive U.S. citizenship from the father. Because the 
Applicant was over the age of 18 years at that time, we must conclude he did not derive U.S. 
citizenship. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The Applicant has not demonstrated he met the age requirement for derivative U.S. citizenship under 
section 320 of the Act, nor has he shown that another citizenship law applies in his case: 

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. 

Cite as Matter of M-J-H.:., 10# 181150 (AAO Mar. 17, 2017) 
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